Bright Beginnings
Preschool and Daycare

Oakley, CA | 925.679.1790

Program was rated in 2018–19 on the following:

TEACHER-CHILD RELATIONSHIPS
- Has been rated on quality of teacher-child interactions and has plan for improvements

ENVIRONMENT
- Has been assessed on providing a safe, clean and enriching environment and has plan for improvements

TEACHER QUALIFICATIONS
- The program is not yet focusing on this specific element.

CHILD SKILLS AND OBSERVATION
- The program is not yet focusing on this specific element.

HEALTH & DEVELOPMENT
- Ensures children receive annual vision and hearing tests

TEACHER TO CHILD RATIOS
- Infant/Toddler: 3:12 or 2:8 ratio
- Toddler: 2:10 ratio
- Preschool: 3:24 or 2:20 ratio

Quality Ratings:
- APPROACHING Quality Standards
- IMPLEMENTING Quality Standards
- MASTERING High Quality Standards
- EXCEEDING High Quality Standards

See full rating criteria...